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Nabil Malouli
Global Disruptive Innovation Expert

Nabil Malouli is a globally recognised multi-disciplinary innovation leader, start-up advisor, angel investor and entrepreneur. He is currently

the Vice President of Global E-commerce for DHL where he leads the innovation, strategy and product development of its e-commerce

solutions.     

"Nabil is a truly inspirational speaker with fantastic real life experience"    

Im Einzelnen
Nabil was formerly VP, DHL Customer Solutions & Innovation

where he oversaw the development of innovative solutions to

support Fortune 500 companies doing business globally. He

served as Director of Latin America & Asia Pacific where he was

responsible for customer commercial strategies to grow their

business in the region. Nabil is also an advisor, mentor and board

member of high growth start-ups. He is a contributor to various

digital newspapers and has a weekly newsletter on the future of

commerce. Nabil has spoken at hundreds of conferences in over

20 countries. He holds a Master's degree in International Trade

from Montpellier Business School.     

Seine Vorträge
Using real-life current business cases, Nabil shares his expertise

and strategies in areas such as corporate innovation, new

business models, automation, digitalisation drones and robotics.

Highlighting the importance of innovation, he demonstrates new

agile ways how to transform the mind-set of your workforce and

how to successfully achieve business growth though digital

change.     

Sein Vortragsstil
Nabil is a popular choice at worldwide events. His presentations

are entertaining, interactive and engaging.    

Themen

Disruptive Innovation

Digital Transformation & the Impact of Robotics, AI, VR 

Customer Centricity 

Future of Transportation 

Future of Commerce

Sustainability - If it is not Sustainable it is not Innovative!

Sprachen
Er referiert auf English, French, Spanish and Portuguese.    

Möchten Sie mehr erfahren?
Für ausführlichere Informationen rufen Sie uns bitte an oder

schicken Sie uns eine E-Mail.    

Wie können Sie den Redner buchen?
Per Telefon oder E-Mail.
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